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From: Eugene Cobey W

To: A. Randolph Blough; Chris Miller; Lisamarie Jarriel; Stuart Richards
Date: 8/31/04 1:03PM
Subject:: Re: S/HC mid-cycle Itr comms

Randy,

The branch has a tentative plan for resolving the Salem White issue prior to September 30, 2004.

I can discuss with you further when I get back to the region.

EugeneKW. Cobey, Chief
Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
(610) 337-5171

>>> A. Randolph Blough 08/31/04 08:04AM >>>
1. UCS and alleger both gave fairly positive feedback after reading the letters, both placing importance on
the dev. memo and enhanced followup plans.
2. PSEG nuclear president (bakken) said "no surprise", and opined that the NRC letters were well-written.
Also inquired when we will resolve our internal review of the white issue that we've held open >4 qtrs on
salem; Sam committed to get back with him on our schedule
(Gene cobey for action - let's set a schedule fcr resolving our internal opinions).
Bakken said we may get increased attn for Cong LoBiondo: Bakken had met with LoBiopndo last week
and the Congressman had said that Markey and Biden were 'letting him' folllow Salem/HC SCWE.
Tom Madden - - do you know the relationship there among biden, markey & LoBiondo, and Bakken's
statements should mean to us? are they all on the same committeee or subcommittee, and are there
activities upcoming for which we need to ready our senior mgt?
Gene & Tom: RSVP.
thanks to all for helping get the dev memo and mid-cycle letters done - - now we can get to work on the
next phases (and, of course, the FOIAs)
regards,
randy

CC: Andrea Kock; Anne Passarelli; Brian Holian; Bruce Boger; Carl Mohrwinkel; Clare
Goodman; Cornelius Holden; Cynthia Carpenter; Daniel Collins; Daniel Holody; Daniel Orr; David Vito;
Ernest Wilson; George Malone; James Clifford; James Wiggins; John Grobe; John Rogge; Julius
Persensky; Marc Ferdas; Mel Gray; Richard Crlenjak; Samuel Collins; Scott Barber; Theodore
Wingfield; Thomas Madden; Wayne Lanning
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